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ABSTRACT
There is an emerging trend of migrating traditional service-oriented monolithic systems to the microservice architecture. However, this involves the separation of data previously contained in a single database into several databases tailored to specific domains. Developers are thus faced with a new challenge: features such as transaction processing, coordination, and consistency preservation, which were previously supported by the central database, must now be implemented in a decentralized, asynchronously communicating, distributed structure. Numerous prior studies show that these challenges are not met satisfactorily, resulting in inconsistent system states with potentially detrimental consequences. Therefore, we propose to design a coordination service that relies on clear event-based and data-centric formal semantics for microservices specifying the interaction of cross-microservice transactions with their respective databases. Furthermore, we provide a formalization of consistency properties and outline how they can be used to support dynamic monitoring as well as enforcement of consistency properties, thereby providing robust microservice systems. The envisioned architecture can significantly alleviate the developers’ burden of implementing complicated distributed algorithms to maintain consistency across decentralized databases.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Semantics; • Information systems → Distributed transaction monitors.

ACM Reference Format:

1 INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of enterprises migrate their digital systems from the traditional monolithic architecture to the so-called microservice architecture, where components are implemented as independent and loosely-coupled applications. In doing so enterprises hope to benefit from the following advantages [19, 25]. Firstly, higher scalability can be achieved by a more fine-grained system with individual scaling potential. Secondly, robustness against server failures and errors can be increased by putting smaller responsibilities on each component. Furthermore, microservices can be maintained, tested and deployed individually. Finally, separating the central database into a database per microservice may lead to more maintainable data sets for each microservice.

However, in contrast to the benefits that companies expect from the microservice architecture, problems arise due to a lack of mechanisms to enforce data consistency. For example, ACID guarantees for transactions caused by the decentralized management of databases [16, 19, 22]. Often, transactions depend on data, not within their microservice, and thus need to access functionality from other microservices. We call these transactions cross-microservice transactions. Laigner et al. [19] in their work on current challenges of the microservice architecture outline that in order to control the exchange of data between microservices, application developers have to implement mechanisms themselves, resulting in redundant implementations and degrading data consistency guarantees. This paper focuses on two prevalent problems causing data consistency issues. First, missing transactional guarantees for interleaved cross-microservice transactions and, second, violation of event causality resulting in causally inconsistent data.

To close the gap and alleviate the burden on microservice developers, we propose introducing a scalable coordination service that controls the flow of events between microservices that interfere in cross-microservice transaction execution. To achieve this, we envision a novel approach to modeling microservice transactions semantically as automata, focusing on the interaction of the microservice with its respective database. We use the composition of automata to semantically express the interleaving of multiple cross-microservice transactions and thus create a foundation for providing transactional guarantees. Furthermore, we propose to explicitly observe causalities between events using formalized dynamic runtime monitors to prevent event causality violations. With this novel visionary architecture, microservice developers can be freed from implementing coordination algorithms and protocols to achieve consistent data management and instead focus on core business logic.

2 RELATED WORK
Orchestration is a popular method to coordinate cross-microservice transactions to achieve transactional guarantees, such as (a subset of) ACID properties [19–21, 26]. Several works have addressed the orchestration of distributed transactions. Traditional protocols such as 2PC can be used to achieve atomicity. However, to avoid
the blocking nature of 2PC, recently the SAGA pattern has become popular within the microservice community [20, 26]. The orchestrator-based SAGA pattern can provide atomicity guarantees without blocking participants by optimistically forwarding events and applying compensation actions for failed transactions. Both patterns lack to provide isolation guarantees. Some microservice development frameworks allow a centralized state store to achieve transaction isolation [12]. While this approach provides ACID guarantees, it violates the modularity of microservices, since generally decentralized data management is a desirable property for microservices [19]. Furthermore, Laigner et al. envision a centralized scalable data-store to achieve transactional guarantees [18]. However, their work lacks a formal semantic model to ensure transactional properties that we target in this paper. Recently, de Heus et al. have proposed a programming model for serverless functions that implements distributed transactions using two-phase commit and the SAGA pattern [10]. Nevertheless, their approach does not consider chaining multiple functions, which is necessary for microservices.

Moreover, to formally reason about properties of distributed systems, there are several semantic approaches. Multi-Party Session Types have been introduced to formally verify communication protocols between multiple participants [14]. While session types can guarantee order and type correctness of messages, they don’t provide a way to reason about the state change of data. Recently, Jangda et al. proposed a semantic model for serverless functions [15]. By expressing the behavior of serverless functions as operational semantics, the authors provide a sound implementation that also reasons about the interaction with a centralized key-value store. Microservices, however, require more components to be semantically expressed than serverless functions. In particular, a semantic model of microservices must be able to capture an individual database per microservice, a prevalent microservice design pattern. Furthermore, Ouederni has recently shown a way to model asynchronously communicating distributed components using interface automata and linear transition systems [23]. Following Ouedernies approach it is possible to formally verify properties such as deadlock freedom and unexpected recipients, but it is not intended to model interactions with decentralized databases.

3 PROBLEMATIC SCENARIOS

The basis for the presented problematic scenarios is a microservice architecture from the domain of e-commerce, consisting of three microservices. One microservice is responsible for managing orders (Orders), another for managing payment processes (Payments), and a final one for managing customers (Customers). Each microservice consists of several components. Firstly, an individual key-value store. Secondly, an API that represents the business logic of the individual microservice, and finally, an event queue that delegates events to the corresponding API functions. Consequently, communication in this architecture is event-based and asynchronous. While the literature highlights many challenges in system development with microservices, we, in this paper, focus on the following prevalent data consistency problems [8, 19, 24].

1. Transactional Guarantees: Figures 1a and 1b show two cross-microservice transactions from the Orders and the Customers microservice to place an order for a given customer and delete a customer, respectively. Figure 1c shows an interleaving of the

```plaintext
placeOrder(id, order): // req:(4), resp:(5)
let c = existsCustomer(id);
existOrd(id): // req:(1), resp:(2)
let o = existsOrdFor(id);
// req:(3), resp:(6)
let p = existsPayFor(id);
if(c){
    send(PlaceOrdSucc);
}
if((o && p)){
    db.insert(id, order);
    send(PlaceOrdSucc);
}
else{
    send(PlaceOrdFail);
}
deleteCustomer(id):
let c = existsCustomer(id);
if(c){
    send(DeleteSucc);
}
else{
    send(DeleteFail);
}
```

(1) Cross-microservice transaction for placing an order for a customer if the customer exists.

(2) Cross-microservice transaction for deleting a customer if there are no preceding orders or payments.

(c) Interleaving of functions illustrated in figure 1a and 1b. Numbers in the comments of the source code represent numbers in the interleaving and determine the global order of exchanged events.
the two events can be interpreted as a happens-before explicit event causality that implies an order upon the two events and ultimately an order between the operations responsible for proceeding with a payment and a reimbursement [1, 17]. However, because functionalities are distributed in many different microservices and microservices are developed independently from each other, it is easy to overlook such causalities between events. Consequently, a solution should support the ability to globally establish such causalities and alert system administrators of violations or even prevent violations.

4 VISIONARY ARCHITECTURE

Conventional concurrency control mechanisms can not be readily applied to achieve transactional guarantees for cross-microservice transactions because the data operations scattered across multiple microservices are typically not externally observable. Therefore, we need a mechanism to capture cross-microservice transactions semantically so that it is possible to globally observe the data operations of multiple microservice transactions and reason about their consistency properties. To control the flow of interleaved transactions, we need a way to influence the order in which events are sent between microservices. This way, we can predict and control which events, when sent, will lead to safe transaction steps in the application logic of the microservice function, with CRUD operations being directly represented. In addition to the application logic of a microservice function, interface automata specify the input and output of messages. This allows capturing the outgoing and incoming events during the execution time of a transaction. Multiple interface automata representing microservice functions can be composed over the exchange of events [9]. This provides formal semantics of concurrent transaction execution, focusing on the data interactions and the event exchange of each microservice.

Microservices that want to initiate operations in other microservices send events to the central coordinator. The central coordinator can determine, given the current state of the interface automaton representing the interleaved transactions, whether a state transition does not compromise transaction guarantees. We can use interface automaton as a look-ahead of database operations to observe future database operations on event forwarding. This also includes the prevention of forwarding duplicated events during a transaction, since an event that arrives at the central coordinator unexpectedly will not be forwarded. In addition, we propose to compose as interface automaton only transactions that endanger transaction guarantees in an interleaving. Transactions whose database operations are non-conflicting, for example, can be considered separately. Following, the coordinator controls multiple instances of interface automata representing interleaved transactions in execution. After completing interleaved transactions, the corresponding interface automaton is completed and removed from the coordinator.

We use interface automaton to safeguard transaction guarantees of interleaved cross-microservice transactions. However, because automata complete on transaction completion, it is impossible to observe explicit causality constraints beyond the lifetime of concurrent transactions. Therefore, we propose to use dynamic runtime monitors that reason about explicit causality constraints given the history of successfully forwarded events respective to arriving events. There are four main criteria for selecting an approach to specify and monitor runtime properties: (1) It must be possible to express relevant properties, such as causal consistency. In particular, it should be possible to express both safety and liveness properties and refer to the timing and attributes of events. (2) It should be possible for the engineer to specify these properties or to derive them from the code. (3) There must exist effective monitors for the chosen specification language. (4) There should be techniques for preventing violations when possible.

More specifically, we envision a coordinator depicted in figure 2 controlling the order of events respective to the states of microservices. Microservice functions are seen as state transformers, triggered by received events and producing responding events. The state is reflected in the database, and the state transitioning can be expressed in the form of an extended interface automaton [9]. Each transition in an automaton represents one or more steps in the application logic of the microservice function, with CRUD operations being directly represented. In addition to the application logic of a microservice function, interface automata specify the input and output of messages. This allows capturing the outgoing and incoming events during the execution time of a transaction. Multiple interface automata representing microservice functions can be composed over the exchange of events [9]. This provides formal semantics of concurrent transaction execution, focusing on the data interactions and the event exchange of each microservice.

We use interface automata to ensure causal consistency constraints beyond the lifetime of concurrent transactions. Therefore, we propose to use dynamic runtime monitors that reason about explicit causality constraints given the history of successfully forwarded events respective to arriving events. There are four main criteria for selecting an approach to specify and monitor runtime properties: (1) It must be possible to express relevant properties, such as causal consistency. In particular, it should be possible to express both safety and liveness properties and refer to the timing and attributes of events. (2) It should be possible for the engineer to specify these properties or to derive them from the code. (3) There must exist effective monitors for the chosen specification language. (4) There should be techniques for preventing violations when possible.

To meet these criteria, we propose to derive a specification language by taking the best from Metric First-Order Temporal Logic (MFOTL) [3] and the timed Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) graph formalism [2]. In [3], Basin et al. use MFOTL to monitor safety policies similar to the causality properties of microservices. What makes MFOTL particularly relevant for microservices is that it allows for both effective monitoring and the specification of timing and causal properties of events and quantification over values for
attributes of events, e.g., the transaction identifiers as exemplified in the next section. In [2] on the other hand, Basin et al. show how to apply the formalism of timed DCR graphs to specify, monitor, and pro-actively timed safety properties. Compared to the work based on MFOTL, the work in [2] does not allow for quantification over values but provides an algorithm for proactively preventing violations of properties by the use of controllable events of the monitored systems, similar to what is found in supervisory control systems [5]. Recent work on timed DCR graphs has extended the formalism to allow for the specification and computations of values [13] and replication of sub processes [11], which indicates a possible way for the combination of the use of the techniques in [3] and [2] to provide adequate monitoring and pro-active prevention of property violations of timed microservices.

Since we can observe the exact semantics of database operations performed in individual microservices in the central coordinator, we can also execute them here. This allows us to take advantage of the fact that data relevant to the run-time monitors is available in the central coordinator consistently with the data from the microservice without further coordination.

Last, our approach provides a methodology that falls between orchestration, typically executing business logic in the orchestrator, and choreography-based techniques, which are decentralized executed. Thus, the developer is faced with a trade-off between modularity and safety: critical transactions that require strict consistency use the coordinator. If eventual consistency is sufficient, events do not need to pass the coordinator.

Summarizing the envisioned mechanism solves the problems stated in the latter section. Using a coordinator following the data-centric semantics of cross-microservice transactions guarantees consistency and isolation. The observability of transaction progress makes it possible to reverse one or more transactions if necessary. Last, constraints can be added as run-time monitors to ensure explicit causality to a degree specified by the developer.

5 EVENT-BASED DATA-CENTRIC SEMANTICS

Cross-microservice Transaction Semantics: We envision the usage of interface automaton to capture the semantics of cross-microservice transactions [9]. Interface automata define a specification of a component by its communication behavior using input and output messages (denoted by ? and ! respectively) with additional internal actions (denoted by;) to transition between states. While traditional interface automaton supports message exchange, we need more fine-grained control over the content of events to semantically base decisions on event payloads. Furthermore, a mechanism is needed to make database interactions observable within an interface automaton to capture the database’s state explicitly. Therefore, we propose to add three novel elements to the traditional interface automaton model presented in [9]. Figure 3 shows our envisioned interface automata that semantically represent the cross-microservice transactions in figure 1. (1.) We add the possibility to explicitly add event payloads to messages as attributes of the event. This is exemplarily illustrated by the \( \text{PO}(id, \text{order})? \) transition semantically expressing the receiving of an event in figure 3a. Here, \( id \) and \( \text{order} \) are attributes of the event and used in further automaton transitions. (2.) We add branching semantics over boolean values to support branching upon the payload elements of events used, for example, in the interface automaton in figure 3a to decide further steps in the automaton based on the value of \( c \). (3.) We add CRUD operations as internal actions to the interface automaton. A CRUD operation transition defines the type of its action and the database over which it operates. Transition labelled \( \text{insert}_{\text{dc}}(\text{id}, \text{order}) \) in the interface automaton in figure 3a for example inserts an order for a key with value \( id \) into key-value store \( \delta_0 \) of the orders microservice.

Multiple interface automata can be composed into a new component according to their communication exchange. Accordingly, we propose to use the composition of transactions for an entire semantic representation of a cross-microservice transaction. Composing the two interface automaton in figures 3a and 3b together with the cross-microservice requests contained in the respective transactions yields a new interface product automaton semantically expressing all paths that the two transactions can interleave with synchronous communication. While the semantic model does not capture asynchronous communication, it does not prevent microservices from communicating asynchronously because the coordinator does not need to know the exact time of events being sent or received to maintain the automaton state transition. If both transactions start concurrently, the coordinator will construct the composition, process expected events from both microservices, and update the state respectively. Recap the concurrency problem in the interleaving in figure 1c. To prevent the problem that arises from the uncontrolled interleaving shown here, we can use the coordinator to create the composition of the executed transactions and control the flow of events between the microservices. Figure 4 shows a relevant excerpt of this composition to show how a violation of serializability can be proactively prevented. Here, the path executed by the ordering in figure 1c in the composition of the aforementioned transactions is shown. Note that the \( \text{read}_{\text{dc}}(\text{id}) \) transition represents the lookup of a customer inside the database of the customer microservice and is included in the composition because of the cross-microservice request in figure 1a that checks for the existence of a customer. The patterned state of the composition indicates the state of the interleaving inside the coordinator. In the next step of the problematic interleaving, a PaymentExists event addressed from the
payment microservice to the customer microservice would pass the coordinator. However, given the semantics of the future steps executed inside the customer microservice, it is possible to recognize in advance that forwarding this event will cause a read-write conflict based on the history of transition steps. Here, the transition \( t_1: \text{read}_{\text{dc}}(\text{id}) \) of transaction \( t_1 \) would conflict with the transition \( t_2: \text{delete}_{\text{dc}}(\text{id}) \) of transaction \( t_2 \).

Furthermore, because we forward events optimistically, we can reach a state where no further transitions are safe. To abort a transaction, we can extract and compose the operations necessary to reverse the steps of a transaction from the semantic model. This is possible because we can trace the path that led to the current state in the interface automaton and compose information about executed semantic steps. The composed steps can then be sent to the corresponding microservices. It is the individual microservices’ responsibility to process these compensation operations.

**Distinction from lock managers:** It can be conceivable to use a lock manager to guarantee isolation, but we would need a semantic representation of microservice transactions to automatically infer locks centrally to avoid requiring the application developer to manually manage locks. The observable event flow is insufficient to infer triggered database operations inside microservices. In contrast, interface automata can prevent deadlocks proactively by using the semantics for look-ahead of database operations. Additionally, interface automata can be used to extract semantic information needed to abort transactions safely.

**Explicit Event Causality Semantics:** To observe explicit event causalities like the reimbursement example from section 3, interface automata that semantically express interleaving cross-microservice transactions are insufficient. The reason is that these causalities need to be observed beyond the lifetime of multiple interleaved transactions. Therefore, we envision introducing formalized event constraints defined over the history of successfully forwarded events that can be translated to dynamic runtime monitors. It is possible to express explicit event causalities with the help of temporal logics such as the Metric First Order Temporal Logic (MFOTL) [3]. MFOTL allows to define predicates and quantify over an infinite domain of individuals, making it a suitable candidate to operate over a history of events. The following formula shows a formalized event constraint expressing that for every reimbursement for a specific id there must have been a successful payment in the past.

\[
\square \text{Id}.\text{reimbursement}(\text{id}) \Rightarrow \Diamond \text{paySuccess}(\text{id})
\]

Using the results of Basin et al. in [3, 4] it is possible to monitor such temporal formulas efficiently over a stream of Reimbursement and PaySuccess events. By combining this approach with the later work of Basin et al. on proactive enforcement [2] based on timed DCR graphs, we can also achieve proactive prevention of violations. Concretely, the following timed DCR-graph expresses that if a Reimbursement event happens without a preceding PaySuccess, a ReimbursementFailed event must happen within 60 minutes in the future:

\[
\text{Reimbursement} \rightarrow^{60} \text{ReimbursementFailed} \mid \text{PaySuccess} \rightarrow^{\%} \text{ReimbursementFailed} \mid \text{Reimbursement} \rightarrow^{\%} \text{PaySuccess}
\]

The policy can be enforced using the approach in [2] by making the ReimbursementFailed action causable, meaning that the monitor can cause the activity to happen. The causality constraints are defined based on events. Therefore, we do not expose the internal data of microservices, preserving the encapsulation principle. However, the event schema must be globally known.

**Complexity:** Composition of \( n \) interface automata is exponential with respect to \( n \). However, we believe composition can be efficiently accomplished in the implementation for real-world microservice systems. First of all, composition of \( n \) components does not necessarily lead to an exponential size requirement because the composition operation expresses synchronous communication. This means that instead of covering all possible paths of asynchronous communication interleaving, it only captures the synchronous path, thereby significantly reducing the complexity of the product automaton. Furthermore, interface automata are not input-enabled. This means that it is not required to have a transition for each element of the input alphabet in every state. Following this leads to fewer transitions in the product automaton.

Second, to monitor cross-microservice transactions, it is not necessary to construct the composition of two automata. Since the composition simulates the interleaved execution, it is also possible to maintain the state in each automaton individually. Whether an arriving event can perform a state transition must then be decided based on all interface automata involved in the transaction.

## 6 OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

Several challenges have to be addressed to realize the aforementioned visionary solution. The first open question is how to generate interface automata from source code in a microservice. To minimize the work of the application developer, we ideally seek a mechanism that automatically extracts as much semantic information about the source code as possible. Information about data types, references within a microservice, and branching via if-conditions can be extracted by constructing an abstract syntax tree during the compilation step of the source code. Other information must be added as follows and is illustrated in figure 5.

1. Identify cross-microservice transactions to be semantically expressed as interface automaton.\(<\text{CrossMicroserviceTransaction}\) annotation indicates that this business function should be translated into an interface automaton, adds a globally unique identifier \( P_0 \) for global dependency resolution and specifies which event triggers the functions.
2. Resolve cross-microservice dependencies. Here, inheritance with a generic base class is used to represent cross-microservice API requests. Overriding the send function allows for implementing the event forwarding framework-independent while enriching source code with necessary semantic information.
3. Identifying the database relevant for the interface automaton. We envision a wrapper class for the database that requires the implementation of four CRUD operations. Furthermore, to state
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causality constraints conveniently, we envision the usage of a SQL-
lke Domain Specific Language (DSL) for stating invariants that are
then translated to formal monitors. The DSL expresses causalit
between events supporting commonly needed invariant patterns as
as demonstrated in [19]. Its expressivity is bound by the underlying
formal model of MFOTL [3].
For an efficient implementation, we propose to extend an existing
framework such as Dapr [12] with the global coordinator as an
additional component. We argue that a global coordinator would
not limit the throughput of the system. Essentially, the coordinator’s
tasks can be considered as stream processing jobs. We envision that
techniques of scalable stream processing systems [6] can be applied
to scale the coordinator horizontally. Conflict-free transactions, for
example, do not need to be maintained inside the same instance of
the coordinator. In addition, dynamic runtime monitors that do not
interfere with their observed event types can also be considered in
separate instances.
The visionary semantic elements presented in this paper to solve
the three problems from section 3 do not cover all existing problems.
For example, it is helpful to consider data constraints like foreign
key constraints when deleting data or introducing data invariants
to determine valid data ranges.
7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have considered three prevalent problems related
to the consistency challenges of decentralized database manage-
ment in current microservice architectures. We propose to capture
the behavior of cross-microservice transactions using automata,
dynamic runtime monitors, and proactive controllers in a coordina-
tor to secure causality relationships between events. We have also
identified several research challenges and opportunities to realize
the envisioned solution. Using this paper’s approach, we believe
we can support more robust microservice systems with stronger
consistency guarantees, removing the burden of implementing consis-
tency measures from the application developer.
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